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What is Sample Environment?
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Fig. 1 LabDisk for SAXS. Each of the six segments 
includes the aliquoting of the three input liquids, the 
combination and the mixing in different predefined 
concentrations. The mixtures then reside in the read-
out chambers. Read-out can be performed on disk in 
a synchrotron beamline. The fluidic function of the 
segments is explained in Fig. 2–5.

https://pubs.rsc.org/en/content/articlehtml/2016/lc/c5lc01580d#imgfig2


Sample Environment for Non-steady State Measurements
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https://doi.org/10.1002/adfm.201702516
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Simultaneous and In Operando Measurements
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Timothy Ryan et al… Used at Australian Sychrotron
https://doi.org/10.1107/S1600576717017101

Column + Oven
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https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cocis.2019.05.002

https://doi.org/10.1107/S1600576717017101
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cocis.2019.05.002
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Capillary µRheoSANS (Version 2)



Some Challenges
• Integration of multimodal measurements into sample environments

• Synchronization
• Data handling (live and later)

• Portability of sample environment between facilities
• Instrument control software and driver needs vary
• Use cases vary and may require different driver functionality (syringe pumps)
• Design requirements for SAXS vs SANS…

• Off the shelf sample environment,  a blessing and a curse…
• Can save many man hours and dollars reinventing the wheel…  but
• Some items have proprietary software designed for stand alone measurements
• May not be designed for your specific experiment needs

• Too many sample environments to support every option at each facility?
• Specialized vs “standard” sample environments

• Anticipating future needs in current design
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Variations on RheoSANS
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Visit to Anton Paar to Discuss Instrument 
Communication and Other issues

Issues and current status:
• Anton Paar software is proprietary and not designed for integration with other 

measurements!
• Seemingly simple experiments can be challenging to run as it requires independent 

programming at the rheometer and SAS instrument…
• Communication between the rheometer and SAS instruments is typically done through 

voltage pulses. 
• Handshaking between instruments
• T0 Triggering
• Other solutions?

• Currently no error handling 
• No direct communication with the instrument control software means we don’t 

know when it breaks unless we are at the beamline
• Example: It’s frozen… and I mean ice

• Hardware issue:  Anton Paar is not currently selling quartz cup and bobs.



Visit to Anton Paar to Discuss Instrument 
Communication and Other issues

Goals for the meeting:
• Error handling to prevent instrument damage and wasted beam time!  

• Query or send status to SAS instrument control software
• Work toward direct communication for simple experiments 

• Steady shear measurements
• Step stress/strain
• Oscillitory measurements

• Options for non-standard or new measurement types (scripting?)
• Data handling

• Can we receive limited or full rheology data at the SAS instrument?
• Can we use the rheology data to inform the SAS measurement?

• Discuss options for future quartz cup and bob manufacturing...



• What are the major hurdles to developing and sharing sample 
environment?

• How do we interact with outside venders to meet the general 
community needs?
• Specifically with Anton Paar for rheoSANS
• Generally for other off the shelf sample environment options

• How can we make it easier for the nomadic scatterer to bring 
their own sample environments to multiple facilities or even 
different instruments at the same facility?  
• Cross Calibration of Sample Environment… Round Robin?

• How should facilities balance between sample environment 
generalization (available at all facilities) vs specialization 
(developing internal expertise and highly specialized sample 
environments)?  

Some Questions to Discuss


